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The law reflects changes in the concepts of privacy and contingency, and the interest of
playwrights is centered on considering how the law affects the life of common citizens.
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Evidence, of course, entails representation, and this immediately links courtroom practice
to theatrical mimesis. Representation is indeed one of the features that reconnects the
ancient Greek legal arena with the apparently different early modern English courtroom.
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Law and Representation in Early Modern Drama investigates the similarities and
differences between actual legal cases and procedure and the portrayal of legal cases
and procedure in early modern English drama.
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Law and Representation in Early Modern Drama investigates the similarities and
differences between actual legal cases and procedure and the portrayal of legal cases
and procedure in early modern English drama.
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Stages of Dismemberment: The Fragmented Body in Late Medieval and Early Modern
Drama. Representing the professions; administration, law, and theater in early modern
England. Literature, Politics and Law in Renaissance England. Symbolism; an
international annual of critical aesthetics; v.6. Law and Representation in Early â€¦
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But what particularly struck the imagination of the early modern English were trials, with
their implicit theatricality, their insistence on performance, and the disputes between
defendants and lawyers, or judges and witnesses. Mukherji begins by considering the
theatricality of trials and the judicial structure of most Elizabethan dramas.
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Law and Representation in Early Modern Drama investigates the similarities and
differences between actual legal cases and procedure and the portrayal of legal cases
and procedure in early modern English drama.
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